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Whenever a touch of individuality, distinctive lifestyle and humour come together, it means that the 
KARE brand can't be far away. This has been the case for over 40 years and in 50 countries right around 

the world. Bold design and outstanding furnishing inspiration fascinate - and with this magazine we take 
KARE's Joy of Living appeal to the next level. As a company run by its founders we go the extra mile for 

you. But to us at KARE the next level means even more. With our "LET'S DO BETTER" initiative we are also 
going the extra mile for sustainability and the responsible use of resources. When it comes to furnishing, 

sustainability starts with creating premium-quality products for design fans. Our mission is to provide 
long-lasting, much-loved furniture that can one day be returned to the resource cycle. 

After all, every step counts.

We hope you will enjoy reading this issue of our magazine.

PETER SCHÖNHOFEN & JÜRGEN REITER 
Founders, owners & CEOs

www.kare-design.comP
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A PLACE TO FEEL COMFORTABLE, A PLACE FOR STYLISH MOMENTS, A PLACE  
OF PERFECT INDIVIDUALITY - THAT'S YOUR LIVING ROOM. IT'S THE HEART

OF YOUR HOME AND SHOULD REFLECT YOUR PERSONALITY IN ALL ITS FACETS.  
OF COURSE, THIS CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED WITH LIVING ROOM FURNISHINGS  

THAT ARE AS UNIQUE AS THEIR OWNER.

FEELING
AT HOME

T H E L I V I N G R O O M

01



Ré ca mi e re WONDER, couch, sofa and recliner in one: thanks to its width of 252 cm  
you have plenty of space to relax. In the trend colour cream this chaise longue  
can be restyled with cushions and blankets in any way you liket, 67 x 252 x 108 cm | 85997 | 
Shelf unit CIRCLES, anything but ordinary! All in black in a modern and classical style, were it not for the circular 
steel rings that give the shelving a really stunning effect, 200 x 100 x 35 cm | 86181 |
Floor lamp ARCH, steel for the frame and cotton in black for the lampshade lend this design  
classic irresistible elegance and lightness, 212 x 58 x 220 cm | 53455 |
Picture ABSTRACT, is it a shower of gold or a crowd of people or something else entirely? The abstract subject 
of this hand-painted acrylic picture leaves a lot of room for interpretation, 120 x 80 cm | 53698 |
Carpet SEABURRY, a viscose carpet in a shimmering, warm shade of grey, 170 x 240 cm | 53246 |

WWW.KARE-DESIGN.COM  //  KARE MAGAZINE 7
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2-seater sofa PEPPO, the legs made of powder-coated steel in a hairpin style make the couch look light and graceful.  
The cover in white, which is woven in bouclé style, is also modern, 72 x 182 x 94 cm | 86158 |
Stool PEPPO, could almost pass for a decorative object - that's how pretty this stool is with  
its organic shape and contoured stitching, 39 x 76 x 76 cm | 86160 |
Coffee table KEY WEST, the marbled top is made from a special composite of marble and granite, the frame  
is is crafted from coated steel. Thanks to its simple form and quiet elegance, this living room table is suitable for  
a wide range of furnishing styles, from luxurious to industrial chic, 40 x 120 x 60 cm | 85871 |

The favourite fabric from  
the world of fashion has made it 
into our living rooms and hearts. 

With its tiny loops and knots, 
bouclé displays a lively surface 

structure and enhances the  
look like the famous designer 

jackets made of the same fabric.  
It's at its best on upholstered  

furniture with  
rounded shapes! 

BOUCLÉ OLÉ
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Floor lamp FIVE FINGERS, made of black lacquered steel with five light sources, functional material and a sculptural form -  
easy to combine, 201 x 86 x 85 cm | 51365 |
Carpet COSY, viscose carpets flatter the feet with their velvety, silky-soft surface. Their open fibre pattern always shimmers differently  
depending on the incidence of light, use and lighting, and therefore offers infinite variety, 170 x 240 cm | 52777 |
Picture ABSTRACT, a start to your art collection: a portrait-format, hand-painted picture on canvas with fascinating shades of blue and grey,  
looks like a piece from the art gallery thanks to the detailed workmanship and antique finish, 120 x 90 cm | 51540 |
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Sofa CUBETTO, do you love light-coloured sofas in timeless cream but worry about stains? No worries. The 3-seater couch is covered in a chenille 
fabric that reliably repels water and stains thanks to ist Easy-Clean features, 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 86246 |
Coffee table CLEAR CLUB, the rounded edges provide the finest retro flair, while the choice of materials adds a very modern touch.  
An extremely successful mix! 40 x 120 x 60 cm | 76716 |
Sideboard GLENN, the shape: a flat oval, with the top made of light-coloured real marble and a frame that stands out among sideboards with its 
dark grey fronts and sides made of solid wood in a ribbed look solid wood in a ribbed look. Glenn radiates discreet class and timeless elegance, and 
stands out thanks to its premium materials, 75 x 160 x 45 cm | 84889 |
Mirror SOFT BEAUTY, the solid-looking frame in a refined chrome look gives the mirror a very elegant yet modern touch finally a mirror that offers a 
view of your complete silhouette, 207 x 99 cm | 78004 |
Carpet GIANNA, small coloured highlights lighten up the base beige colour, a real all-rounder, 170 x 240 cm | 53238 |

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Sofa GIANNI CREAM, the light colour and the chrome frame make it look extra airy - the cover is also extremely easy 
to keep clean - dirt simply runs off the Easy-Clean fabric! 88 x 290 x 167 cm | 85491 |
Coffee table LUIGI, with a high level of luxury and an infinite number of possible uses: Luigi gives you four glass 
cubes and a total of eight surfaces. The elements can be distributed at will throughout the home or combined to 
form a large whole. Simply unpack and start combining - it couldn't be more flexible! 43 x 100 x 100 cm | 85834 |
Shelf unit SKYLER, in a practical size for every style of furnishing, from modern to industrial, 185 x 115 x 30 cm | 85602 |

SCAN ME!
For even more

living room  
inspiration
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Swivel armchair OVAL OFFICE, combines the best that wing-back 
chairs and lounge armchairs have to offer. If you like classic furniture 
designs with a modern twist, OVAL OFFICE will conquer your heart 
and your living room in no time at all, 97 x 87 x 84 cm | 85759 |
Shelf unit STORM, with a unique mix of materials,  
namely the frame and six shelves in black lacquered steel  
and elements in solid pine, 234 x 100 x 30 cm | 82060 |
Coffee table PERELLI (set of 3), three round coffee tables in the  
trendy colour of bronze in various sizes and with an elegant marble 
print, various sizes available, 50 x 47 x 47 cm | 86154 |
Floor lamp FIVE FINGERS, furnishing experts recommend at least five 
lamps per room - Five Fingers has individually rotatable shades and 
brings light even into dark corners, 201 x 86 x 85 cm | 51365 |

TIPP

"With their curved  
shape and striking design, 

armchairs that rotate  
through 360° are perfect  

for relaxing and  
watching TV!"

Carolina Lopez
KARE VENEZUELA

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE



Sideboard MANCHA, made of shimmering matt metal with 
hand-worked fronts, a real statement piece,  
77 x 183 x 42 cm | 84909 |
Mirror SHAPE BRASS, who has the most beautiful mirror in the land? 
A unique, curved shape as an eye-catcher, 120 x 110 cm | 85575 |

Headphone stand ZIMT, provides a place to put your headphones, or 
purely as a decorative object, 29 x Ø 21 cm | 53398 |
Vase GLOSSY, the handmade vase is beautiful to look at even without 
flowers. Each one is unique, 19 x Ø 15 cm | 52866 |

13WWW.KARE-DESIGN.COM  //  KARE MAGAZINE 



"Whether in stylish  
anthracite or in snug light 
grey - corner sofa Henry  

is available in various  
versions and is already  

a classic offering  
real cosiness!"

Sanja Teofilovic
KARE SERBIA
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Corner sofa HENRY GREY, an elegant furnishing landscape 
for lovers of cube-like design in stylish anthracite. Infinitely 
expandable with its various elements, and infinitely  
comfortable with its luxurious upholstery and springing,  
72 x 335 x 170 cm | 86579 |
Carpet CONOR OFF WHITE, white, soft,  
wonderful, 170 x 240 cm | 54014 |

15WWW.KARE-DESIGN.COM  //  KARE MAGAZINE 
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LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE

Carpets and side tables turn the living room into a cosy relaxation area.  
They complement the sofa and emphasise your personal style of furnishing!  

We present a few of our power couples:

ALWAYS BY

YOUR SIDE

Coffee and side table ROMAN ,  
a functional clock as a side table? 
What an unusual idea that will  
delight your guests, especially  
in a set with different heights!  
Also available in a brass finish,  
e.g. 42 x 76 x 76 cm | 86185 |
Carpet MOON PARTS,  
made by hand from 100 % cotton,  
170 x 240 cm | 54399 |

SIDE TABLES & CARPETS
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Side table DOMERO, an all-rounder as a soloist, or a sophisticated 
installation in a group! With a stylish inlay pattern and available 
in other versions,  the handcrafted patterns on the base and top 
make each little table unique, 50 x Ø 40 cm | 86727, 86728, 86729 |

Carpet COSMOS, made of silver-grey cowhide,  
200 x 300 cm | 33233 |

Carpet SEVENTY, a geometric carpet in a mix of shapes and  
materials, a great attention-getter in a warm colour scheme,  
170 x 240 cm | 54401 |

Side table ICE, 50 x Ø 40 cm | 85734 |
Carpet COSY CREAM, made of softly shimmering viscose,  
170 x 240 cm | 52777 |



Carpet MATRIX, a geometric look for  
modern furnishing styles,  
170 x 240 cm | 54408 |
Side table set WIRE COPPER,  
with reflecting top, Ø 44 cm | 80199 |

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Side tablee COMB, 45 and 55 cm in height | 85026, 85028 |
Carpet COSY OCEAN, in gently shimmering blue,  
170 x 240 cm | 52203 |

Coffee table set WIRE, with a gold-coloured frame  
and reflecting tops, ø 70 cm | 83456 |
Carpet COSTA, in sunny yellow, 170 x 240 cm | 52273 |

Side table CORA, with a brass coloured top,  
52 x 36 x 36 cm | 86448 |
Side table MASHA, with a round marble top, 62 x Ø 43 cm | 86449 |
Carpet REPTILE, made of cotton, 170 x 240 cm | 54448 |

Coffee table set ROMA, 50 x 80 x 80 cm | 85812 |
Carpet ZIG ZAG, 170 x 240 cm | 85021 |



Sideboard GRACE, premium design with 
harmonious curves and exciting surfaces, 
a handcrafted individual piece in first-
class quality, 78 x 160 x 45 cm | 86463 |

Amazing  
Grace

Modern elegance with a pinch of luxury: it's exactly these qualities that make  
the designs from the new GRACE collection furniture top models. It's also due  

to the exquisite material composition of solid wood and real marble.

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Table INVITATION, a beautiful, modern combination of brass-coloured base and white table top. Also a perfect fit for smallish 
living areas, 76 x Ø 90 cm | 85959 |    Cupboard GRACE, modernity and elegance combined. The lacquered solid mango wood 
with the white marble top in the semi-oval shape leaves nothing to be desired, 145 x 100 x 42 cm | 86465 |    
Chair HOJAS BEIGE, comfortable, soft, contemporary and of high quality. With its two-tone cover in a velvet look it will be a 
stylish eye-catcher in your home, 81 x 52 x 58 cm | 86064 |   Floor lamp AL CAPONE TRE, the three grey glass spheres rise from 
the black marble base and look simply elegant and modern, 176 x 37 x 37 cm | 51762 |    
Swivel armchair PEPPO LOUNGE WHITE, swivel armchair in white bouclé, 70 x ø 97 cm | 86161 |

Furniture 
made of light 
wood with  
filigree details 
matches the 
new, airy  
loft style

21WWW.KARE-DESIGN.COM  //  KARE MAGAZINE 

SCAN ME!
For even more
table  
variations



Sofa AMALFI, the 2-seater in a trendy shade of cream fits perfectly into any style of 
furnishing and into any living area, no matter how small, 88 x 219 x 67 cm | 86113 |
Sideboard GRACE, high-quality design with harmonious curves and exciting  
surfaces, a handmade unique piece in first-class quality, 78 x 160 x 45 cm | 86463 |  
Coffee table KALA, the white marble top is supported by the golden feet  
and looks simply heavenly, 41 x Ø 51 cm | 86338 |

Lowboard GRACE, this all-rounder offers enough space for your  
electronics with two doors and one drawer, and comes with an  
integrated cable aperture, 48 x 145 x 42 cm | 86464 |
Swivel armchair MAYE CREAM, cosy, modern, stylish and premium 
quality. The partly handcrafted bouclé armchair can be swivelled  
through 360° and offers great all-round views, 86 x 76 x 70 cm | 86460 |  
Side table KALA, gladly supports small decorative items on the white 
marble top and looks good at the same time, 57 x Ø 28  cm | 86339 |

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Dresser small GRACE, lots of storage 
space in the smallest of spaces, 
whether as a bedside table or storage 
surface in the hallway,  
55 x 50 x 35 cm | 86466 |

Tray BRICKS, a handcrafted work of art,  
42 x 42 cm | 54376 |
Decorative figure BETTA FISH, 40 cm | 54600 |

Grace is handcrafted from  
solid mango wood.  

This is displayed by the unusual 
fronts with rounded doors,  

a fine recessed trim and the 
contrast between smooth and 

structured surfaces.

GRACE:  
MATERIALS KNOW-HOW

23WWW.KARE-DESIGN.COM  //  KARE MAGAZINE 

Don't worry about 
light-coloured  

furniture - thanks to 
Easy-Clean fabrics, 

dirt simply runs off!

SCAN ME!
Everything on  
the subject of

Easy-Clean
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above:
Console table GRACE, a head-turner, storage space and the perfect stage for great  
decorating ideas all in one! Whether in the hallway or living room, a console table with a 
mirror above it always visually enlarges the room, 76 x 100 x 30 cm | 86462 |
Mirror DOUBLE ROW, the handcrafted mirror can be hung horizontally as well as vertically. 
The reflecting edge makes it a modern statement piece, 80 x 140 cm | 86214 |  
Side table KALA, the slim solution even for small corners,  
lots of glamour in a small space, 57 x Ø 28 cm | 86339 |

above:
Swivel armchair PEPPO LOUNGE WHITE, 
combines the two most important components; 
comfort and style. The armchair can be swivelled 
through 360° and is easy to clean,  
70 x Ø 79 cm | 86161 |

on right:
Vase BODY ART,  a beautiful bottom can also be delightful! 19 x 13 x 8 cm | 54217 |
Vase FOGLIA,  a ceramic porcelain vase in the shape of a feather, also available in 20cm,  
29 x 14 x 8 cm | 54216 |
Vase DONNA WHITE,  an ornament with or without flowers, 22 x 16 x 12 cm | 54234 |

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE



above:
Cupboard GRACE, thanks to its handcrafted production, 
the cupboard is a unique piece and perfectly sets the scene 
for your wine glasses, bottles and decorative ideas. In the 
kitchen, living room or dining room, the cupboard is an 
all-rounder and offers ample space thanks to two doors and 
four compartments, 145 x 100 x 42 cm | 86465 |
Floor lamp AL CAPONE TRE, with three light sources  
arranged at different heights, the Al Capone Tre lamp  
radiates flattering, harmonious light, 176 x 37 x 37 cm | 51762 |

below:
Table lamp AL CAPONE TRE, glamour in a classy 
way: a high-quality table lamp with a handcrafted 
marble base and three round shades made of tinted 
glass, 83 x 18 x 18 cm | 51763 |

25WWW.KARE-DESIGN.COM  //  KARE MAGAZINE 

SCAN ME!
For more from the
Grace  
collection



Sofa HENRY 3-SEATER LEATHER, a leather sofa like this will be a long, faithful companion. Made of hand-polished real leather,  
which guarantees a long life and wonderful seating comfort - it adapts to the body temperature and only gains in character  
with signs of use and scratches. Also available as a corner sofa, 72 x 250 x 95 cm | 86549 |
Sideboard MADEIRA, an individual handcrafted piece which will add incomparable charm to any room made of solid redwood and powder-coated steel, 
this small sideboard also plays in the upper league when it comes to the selected materials. Also available in light-coloured wood, 75 x 177 x 45 cm | 86564 |
Cupboard MADEIRA, the art of woodcarving is still cultivated in traditional workshops in India, and this is where these unique cupboards come from.  
The clean, rectangular shape of the cupboard harmonises with the straight lines of the golden metal frame, 140 x 76 x 30 cm | 86565 |
Carpet PUNTO, a handmade unique piece with real style, 170 x 240 cm | 54473 |
Cushion MIRROR CIRCLES, this handmade cushion is made of 100% cowhide and each one is unique, 40 x 40 cm | 54477 |
Floor lamp MARIPOSA, with 3 light sources for modern furnishing styles, 160 x 25 x 18 cm | 53365 |

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Decorative figure SCULPTURE, an 
antique beauty with a modern twist,  
48 x 16 x 15 cm | 54604 |
Candleholder STACKY, a large, 
brass-coloured holder for five candles,  
31 x Ø 26 cm | 54741 |

Decorative figure BATHILDE, decoration and easy-care  
pet in one - typical of original design by KARE a friendly  
companion that fills quiet corners and is an expression of 
your creative interior design ideas,  
48 x 23 x 52 cm | 53742 |

27WWW.KARE-DESIGN.COM  //  KARE MAGAZINE 



Sideboard MADEIRA, a unique piece made of solid redwood with handcrafted carvings in the shape of a circle,  
with soft-close drawers providing a pleasant feel, 75 x 177 x 45 cm | 86707 | 
Vase TUTTI, vase series made of recycled glass, ideal for combining.  
Available in a variety of colours and finishes, from 25 cm | 54491 | 
Wall object UMANO, a modern round object for the wall with a figure in the middle.  
Each one is handmade and therefore unique, Ø 59 cm | 54378 |

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Carpet SEVENTY, a geometrical  
carpet in a mix of shapes and  
materials, a great highlight in a warm 
colour scheme, 170 x 240 cm | 54401 |
Chair CALIFORNIA, a cosy classic 
made of high-quality buffalo nappa 
leather with a black steel frame.  
Available in many colours,  
93 x 70 x 75 cm | 86425, 86424 |  
Side table DOMERO, an all-rounder 
with a fancy inlay pattern,  
available in other versions,  
50 x Ø 40 cm | 86727, 86728, 86729 |

Designed in Argentina at the 
end of the 1930s and awarded 

many prizes in its original form, 
the so-called "butterfly chair" still 

looks modern today. This is due  
to the refined reduction of its form 

to the essentials. From the  
Bauhaus to the architect-designed 
apartment, this modern classic is 

indispensable in any style of  
furnishing and is a piece that will 

last because it retains its value.

CHAIR  
CALIFORNIA
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Big sofa BOHEME, a big sofa with roughly woven, two-tone fabric for a pleasant feel,  
four large cushions with piped seams and four small cushions are included, 80 x 230 x 145 cm | 86831 |
Floor lamp FIVE LOOPS, a floor lamp like a sculpture, there's no better way to light up a room,  173 x 27 x 57 cm | 54275 |
Carpet REPTILE, the different shades of grey and white give this handmade carpet an almost sculptural appearance,  170 x 240 cm | 54448 |
Cushion BLINK, modernity combined with cosiness. The cotton cushion leaves nothing to be desired. Also available in white,  35 x 60 cm | 54530 |

"The bigger the better - this 
is certainly true of the sofa 

BOHEME, especially with its 
extensive reclining surface 

for long and cosy  
evenings."

Adrian Shaw
KARE DUBAI

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Side table CORA, with a grey-blue aluminium base and brass plate in modern design. A handmade unique specimen, 52 x 36 x 36 cm | 86448 |
Side table MASHA, looks great in a group, a handcrafted unique piece, 62 x Ø 43 cm | 86449 |
Chair HOJAS, the exclusive design of this comfortable dining room chair makes it a visual focal point  
in the living room, dining room or home office, 81 x 52 x 58 cm | 86064 |
Mirror RAGGIO, a swivelling and tilting mirror for the best view from every perspective, 173 x 48 x 41 cm | 86747 |
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Sofa CUBETTO, an extremely comfortable roommate  
in cube-shaped form, 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 83954 |
Coffee table COLLECTOR, the display cabinet compartment with its setting 
box keeps all your treasures close at hand, 45 x 122 x 55 cm | 84107 |
Cupboard ART FACTORY, cool, but sensuous. Casual but useful - loft lovers 
appreciate these contrasts, 133 x 77 x 32 cm | 84106 |
Chair COPACABANA, a folding chair for indoors  
and outdoors, 73 x 78 x 60 cm | 84123 |
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Sofa CUBETTO, an expansive classic in a fine vintage look and brown top-grain leather with wide armrests, 67 x 220 x 110 cm | 82019 |
Coffee table ROOTS, root-shaped teak base with glass top, each one is unique, 45 x Ø 100 cm | 81842 |

Armchair CIGAR LOUNGE, the club chair in high-quality leather with a vintage touch and attractive decorative stitching  
is welcoming and comfortable, 70 x 72 x 83 cm | 76948 |

Armchair CORNWALL, an incredibly casual armchair with strap suspension and canvas cover in a stonewashed look, 78 x 72 x 75 cm | 83117 |
Sideboard LA GOMERA, a cool and absolutely timeless material mix of steel and ribbed glass -  

the refined version of the industrial style, 75 x 120 x 38 cm | 84137 |

Sofa MALIBU, a brown, high-quality leather sofa with delicate quilting, elegant and uncomplicated at the same time, 67 x 226 x 110 cm | 80939 |    
Coffee table ASPEN, the hairpin legs are in harmonious contrast with the rustic, solid wood top, 40 x 100 x 60 cm | 85297 |

COSYLIVING
A leather sofa is a friend for life - indestructible and charming. It goes well  

with many interior looks, but we especially love combining  
it with industrial-style furniture.
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1. Armchair PURE ELEGANCE, in the Art Deco style with a refined frame in shiny gold, 71 x 77 x 70 cm | 82673 |   2. Armchair SILHOUETTE, with its rounded, flattering 
shape it looks picture-perfect from all sides, 71 x 79 x 60 cm | 84322 |   3. Cushion BLINK, in a hand-tufted cotton fabric, with a contemporary pattern in natural colours, 

60 x 35 cm | 54531 |   4. Armchair PERUGIA, with a fleecy lambskin cover, 77 x 78 x 50 cm | 83098 |   5. Cushion LOOP, in a natural-coloured mix of cotton and jute,  
45 x 45 cm | 54952 |   6. Rocking chair BALANCE, so cosy with its shell shape, high backrest and the suggested wing-back style, 98 x 97 x 76 cm | 84675 |    
7. Armchair VICKY, with a woven fabric cover in a natural colour, 94 x 73 x 83 cm | 86227 |   8. Armchair TUDOR, classic wing-back chair with a fashionable  

bouclé cover, 100 x 78 x 80 cm | 86859 |   9. Floor cushion POLAR, cosily soft and with a practical handle, 60 x 60 cm | 54712 |
10. Armchair FLUFFY, dress to impress: fluffy soft swivel armchair in grey with faux fur, 72 x 76 x 88 cm | 85991 |   11. Armchair MAYE, rotates through 360 degrees on a 

discreet base, 86 x 76 x 70 cm | 86460 |   12. Armchair SUNWELL, in retro design with a cosy corduroy cover, 86 x 75 x 87 cm | 86012 |

STYLISH & CUDDLY
When it gets cold outside, there's nothing more cosy than curling up in a comfy armchair  

with a good book. Our favourites are cream-coloured with soft surfaces.

1 2 3

4 5 6
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Sideboard CONCERTINA NATURE, a work of art designed by Morten Georgsen, whose muse is nature itself!  
Made of solid oak, other versions available, 74 x 186 x 40 cm | 86773 |    

Picture object GEOMETRIC WOMAN, an abstract picture in collage technique with reflecting elements.  
The green and blue tones make it a particularly beautiful complement to wooden furniture, 150 x 100 cm | 53972 |

Table lamp FACE WIRE NATURE, a friendly face has been created by hand from black metal, 69 x Ø 35 cm | 52452 |

NATURAL BEAUTY
Wood is like nature itself - unmistakable - and no two surfaces are alike.  

This material is the star performer in the CONCERTINA series.

"I want to give wood the  
opportunity to show its 

unique grain, colours and 
patterns. To do this, I select 
solid pieces of oak and put 
them together at different 

depths and angles.  
This work of art then  

comes together in a plain 
frame made of the same 
wood, which emphasises 

the uniqueness  
of the fronts."

Morten Georgsen
DESIGNER

SCAN ME!
For more creations by

Morten Georgsen



Corner sofas are the darlings of the living room. Just let yourself go  
and lean back - very good. Now put your feet up - even better! A corner sofa  

always saves space where there isn't enough room for two single sofas.

NO CUTTING

CORNERS

Sofa BELAMI, a grey corner sofa with 
chaise longue and a velvety cover 
made of easy-care synthetic fibre. 
Whichever way you turn, this richly 
upholstered couch with ottoman will 
ensure maximum comfort,  
70 x 265 x 210 cm | 85501 |

SOFAS
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Corner sofa SALAMANCA, in rich yellow an eye-catcher that enriches the living room. And so comfortable! 68 x 320 x 170 cm | 86865 |    
Coffee table DIEGO (set of 2), consisting of two coffee tables in bronze and black, which offer plenty of room for all your stuff on two levels, 34 x 70 x 70 cm | 86411 |   

Serving trolley LOFT BLACK, an elegant round serving trolley in black, with black glass as a surface to put things on, 85 x 74 x 40 cm | 84545 |   
 Floor lamp FIVE LOOPS, the five oval light sources in matt metal look like a contemporary sculpture, 173 x 27 x 27 cm | 54275 |    

Chest of drawers CHALET, a regal array of handmade drawers made of coloured glass, shells and brass, all of which  
are different and together create a luxury-class ensemble, 105 x 110 x 40 cm | 86704 |

Sofa GIANNI, clean-lined, modern, cool and with an extra portion of style. This model from our GIANNI sofa collection  
features a soft corduroy cover, 88 x 290 x 167 cm | 85985 |
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Sofa INFINITY, 70 x 306 x 182 cm | 81323 |   
Coffee table NOBLESSE RECTANGULAR,  
42 x 140 x 76 cm | 85188 |   
Cushion JUNGLE FEVER, 45 x 45 cm | 51962 |

SOFABULOUS.
SOFANTASTIC.

Sofa system INFINITY: ideal for lofts and ultra-comfortable, INFINITY  
is an impressive addition to any ambience. A wide variety of elements,  

such as corners, sofa elements, stools, bases and ottomans mean that an  
unlimited number of combinations are possible. Your sofa - your choice!

SCAN ME!
For even more
Infinity Sofas

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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Sofa INFINITY, 70 x 306 x 182 cm | 81323 |   
Coffee table ASPEN, 40 x 106 x 40 cm | 83493 |   
Cushion WILD LIFE, 36 x 54 cm | 52040 |
Mirror LEGNO, Ø 82 x 6 cm | 83248 |

Corner left, 
100, 100 x 100 x 70 cm
82038 | Grey
86258 | Cream

Ottoman right,  
118 x 182 x 70 cm
82033 | Grey
86253 | Cream

2-seater 80, 
80 x 100 x 70 cm
82037 | Grey
86262 | Cream

Corner right,
100, 100 x 100 x 70 cm
82057 | Grey
86259 | Cream

Ottoman left, 
118 x 182 x 70 cm
82034 | Grey
86254 | Cream

Footstool, 
80 x 100 x 41 cm
82039 | Grey
86263 | Cream

Ottoman half-left,  
120 x 100 x 70 cm
82400 | Grey
86257 | Cream

2-seater 120, 
120 x 100 x 70 cm
82035 | Grey
86260 | Cream

Footstool, 
68 x 100 x 41 cm
82040 | Grey
86264 | Cream

Ottoman half-right,
120 x 100 x 70 cm
82399 | Grey
86256 | Cream

2-seater 100, 
100 x 100 x 70 cm
82036 | Grey
86261 | Cream

Colour variant
Grey

Footstool, 
50 x 100 x 41 cm
82041 | Grey
86265 | Cream

Colour variant
Cream

Create your own sofa combination!
Choose from 13 elements in 2 colours and design your individual dream sofa.

Solid wood frame with no-sag suspension and cosy polyurethane foam upholstery (30 kg/m3) 
Grey textile cover: 90 % polyester, 10 % polyamide nylon / cream-coloured textile cover: 100 % polyester, Easy-Clean, OEKO-TEX certified

Cushion, 
60 x 40 cm
Dark grey
86255 | Cream
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Glamour  
mon amour

Pendant lamp ATOMIC,  
with its 18 glass shades this striking lamp 
amplifies to infinity the emotions that 
light creates, Ø 74 cm | 53394 |
Oil painting LADY PEARLS, framed 
picture with special effects! Portrait of a 
lady with a vintage-style frame - and a 
string of pearls, 80x100 cm | 52636 |

Sofa DESIRE, a modern homage to 
the legendary Chesterfield sofa,  
68 x 245 x 100 cm | 83436 |
Coffee table CESTA,  
a keypiece in gold and light 
marble, 42 x Ø 100 cm | 84062 |
Decorative figure BUTLER  
FRENCHY, the cute French bulldog 
is a handcrafted unique specimen,  
40 x 36 x 25 cm | 53410 |

Would you like a little more? Whether in a group or as an individual piece,  
glamorous items of furniture are real show-stoppers. Combined with witty  

accessories they become perfect conversation starters!



Decorative items 
with a touch  

of fun?  
Definitely! 

Sofa PERUGIA, the organically 
shaped silhouette and the  
exciting pleating technique of  
the emerald-coloured velvet fabric 
create a luxurious look,  
65 x 195 x 119 cm | 86139 | 
Coffee table MONOCLE,  
prestigious with lots of glamour 
in gold and glass with sumptuous 
reflections, 38 x Ø 90 cm | 85365 |
Picture BUBBLE GUM, modern 
art with a stylistic breach and witty 
details such as the unusual frame 
and the bubble gum,  
80 x 120 cm | 53437 |
Table lamp PINEAPPLE,  
large showpiece with a stunning 
effect, 66 x 41 x 41 cm | 52773 |
Vase BUTTERFLIES, elaborately 
crafted with detailed butterflies,  
35 cm height cm | 60463 |
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There's no better 
way to present 

your daily  
ration of fruit!

LIVING ROOM // SOFAS, ARMCHAIRS, COFFEE TABLES & MORE
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this page:
Sideboard SARAGOSSA, with real gemstones: a spectacular 
eye-catcher with details of green malachite,  
80 x 150 x 40 cm | 86153 |   
Mirror SOLARE, solar mirror made of delicate steel tubes  
in gold, enlarges smallish rooms by its imposing size,  
Ø 132 cm | 83573 |   
Table lamp PINEAPPLE, a great stylistic highlight on  
a bedside table or sideboard, 66 x 41 x 41 cm | 52773 |   
Decorative figure BUTLER, primate in gold, lovingly  
crafted in detail, as a witty decorative figure and butler,  
52 x 45 x 37 cm | 53411 |

left-hand page clockwise:
Armchair PARADISE, adds flower power to the living room, a chic and romantic splash  
of colour, 73 x 76 x 68 cm | 85057 |   Side table PLATEAU, the golden sheen meets the 
slightly rough surface, also great as a pair, 53 x Ø45 cm | 83466 |

Decorative figure BUTLER GORILLA, with removable tray, 36 x 29 x 32 cm | 53357 |

Coffee table HIPPO, life can't always be humorous,  
but this coffee table can! 39 x 80 x 49 cm | 86187 |

Armchair WATER LILY, visually a treat, in practice a favourite place in sunny yellow,  
78 x 85 x 78 cm | 85704 |   Floor lamp PALMERA, glamour, the style of the Twenties  
and tropical flair are always a stunning combination,, 170 x 90 x 90 cm | 53063 |
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1. Sofa Spectra 3-seater, 71 x 245 x 96 cm | 83620 |
2. Sofa Night Fever 3-seater Lilac, 83 x 232 x 104 cm | 84626 |

3. Sofa Shirly 3-seater Mint, 84 x 221 x 87 cm | 85988 |
4. Sofa Sandwich 2-seater Rose, 64 x 125 x 64 cm | 84782 |

5. Stool Sandwich Cream, 40 x 45 x 45 cm | 86685 |
6. Recamiere Santa Barbara, 65 x 162 x 94 cm | 80940 |

7. Sofa Belissima 3-seater Green, 70 x 240 x 90 cm | 86658 |
8. Sofa Lullaby 3-seater Taupe, 70 x 307 x 102 cm | 84097 |

9.  Stool Lullaby Taupe, 50 x 100 x 100 cm | 83687 |

VELVET SOFAS
In seductive gemstone colours ranging from emerald to ruby. Decoration tip: a colourful sofa  

looks particularly elegant in front of a wall in the same colour!
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clockwise from top left:
Coffee table set WIRE MARBLE, timeless design in black and white with a marbled top, easy to combine, 34 x 70 x 70 cm | 84327 |

Side table set WIRE COPPER, thanks to the filigree construction of the table, the base remains visible -  
this gives a light and spacious impression! 46 x 45 x 45 cm | 80199 |

Coffee table set WIRE BRASS, filigree, high-gloss frame with reflecting top, 34 x 70 x 70 cm | 83456 |
Side table WIRE BLACK, an enhancement for furnishings in a modern and minimalist style, 46 x 45 x 45 cm | 79578 |

GEO- 
METRICAL  

& COOL
Whether solo or in a team - 

WIRE tables enrich  
every ambience



MIRRORS
ACCESSORIES

Mirror TWIGGY,  
a striking XL mirror with  
sophisticated and artistic flair,  
Ø 121 cm | 86099 |
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ACCESSORIES // MIRRORS
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GLITTERING
PROSPECTS

Who has the fairest  
mirrors in the land?

1. Mirror GÖTEBORG, 90 x 93 cm | 80908 |   2. Mirror HOLOGRAM, 119 x 76 cm | 83206 |   3. Mirror SPROCKET, 92 x 92 cm | 79985 |    
4. Mirror HIPSTER, 115 x 50 cm | 83806 |   5. Mirror CURVE BRASS, 100 x 100 cm | 82718 |   6. Mirror BUBBLES BRASS, 93 x 138 cm | 84132 |    

7. Mirror SUN EXPLOSION, 80 x 80 cm | 86337 |   8. Mirror HIPSTER BAMBOO, 180 x 80 cm | 83808 | 
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SCAN ME!
For even more
mirror 
inspiration



Sofa element WAVE,  
here you only have to put 
1 and 1 together and you 
have a radiant two-seater. 
If you like, you can also 
put five, six or seven of the 
sofa elements together - 
to form a casual seating 
group,  
83 x 109 x 84 cm | 83664 |
Carpet BEAUTY POP, 
the handmade fur rug 
looks like a work of art for 
the floor and also looks 
great on the wall,  
170 x 240 cm | 52059 |
Side table JUPITER,  
with its sweeping, round 
shape it's the icing on  
the cake in any interior,
55 x Ø 55 cm | 39470 |

1
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KARE MAGAZINE // TREND ORANGE

ORANGE IS THE NEW TREND

According to colour theory, orange stands for joie de vivre, vibrancy and courage.  
We can simply never get enough of it. A quick interior upgrade is easy with accessories  

in this happy-chic colour, and a feel-good atmosphere is guaranteed!

JUICY & FRESH

2



1. Box VIPER, 7 x 20 x 12 cm | 54391 |
2. Decorative figure SKATING ASTRONAUT,  
33 x 10 x 17 cm | 54368 |
3. Bookrest GORILLA, 29 x 18 x 15 cm | 52301 |
4. Picture ABSTRACT SHAPES, 143 x 73 cm | 53898 |
5. Table lamp GEOMETRIC LEOPARD,  
36 x 37 x 17 cm | 54622 |
6. Decorative object TWO FACES, 28 x 14 x 8 cm | 53772 |
7. Cushion CALMA, 50 x 50 cm | 54536 |
8. Armchair PORTO PINO, 102 x 88 x 72 cm | 85599 | 
9. Side table ANIMAL TIGER, 53 x 37 x 35 cm | 78892 |
10. Vase LAVA, 41 x Ø 31 cm | 54702 |
11. Decorative jar ZEBRA, 19 x Ø 21 cm | 61284 |
12. Swivel armchair OSCAR, 95 x 82 x 73 cm | 86362 |
13. Carpet TULIP, 170 x 240 cm | 54691 |
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Just as our passion for design and furnishing is 
part of our heritage, so too is our sense of re-
sponsibility for social, ecological and economic 

sustainability. We're on the right track, but not yet at 
our destination and we want to get better every day.  
 
That's why we have launched the "Let's do better" 
initiative. With this initiative we are pulling out all 
the stops to ensure that sustainable action continu-
es to be implemented in all areas of our company.

LET’S DO 
BETTER.

The KARE  
sustainability initiative.
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It all begins with the 
design idea
 
Every step counts when it 
comes to sustainability, and 
we took the first step back 
in the 1990s. Instead of mass 
production, we focus on 
small furniture series that 
we have manufactured from 
high-quality materials in 
artisan workshops. We know 
every production site and 
our suppliers personally and 
inspect them several times 
a year, whether in Europe or 
Asia. Humane and fair wor-
king conditions are essen-
tial for us when it comes to 
choosing a supplier. 

 

Thinking of  
the big picture
 
Doing it better than others 
- this is the idea with which 
KARE started in 1981. Our 
mission is to make every 
home a happy place with 
furniture of lasting value. The 
term "home" means much 
more than just your own 
four walls. The climate and 
nature, the people we live 
and work with and our social 
environment are all part of 
this. Our mission therefore 
doesn't end at the front door 
of our customers' homes or 
at our factory gates.
 

 
 

 

Preserving values - 
conserving resources 
 
Our products are largely 
made of high-quality, 
solid, recycled or recyclable 
materials. Solid wooden 
dining tables have a long 
life and can one day be 
sanded down and resealed. 
Sideboards made of recy-
cled wood with a timeless 
and unique design aren't 
subject to changing trends 
and will always find a home 
as a favourite piece. Or they 
can be given a second life 
as vintage furniture.

1.
Sustainable thinking

For example, carpenters often 
work for many days on a 

sideboard made of recycled 
wood. Furniture not only 

contains natural materials 
such as wood that are worth 
preserving, but often also the 
knowledge of centuries-old 
traditions of craftsmanship. 

That's why we create furniture 
that can accompany  

our customers as loyal  
companions for a lifetime. 

After all, we make a  
contribution to sustainable 

business practices  
in this way, too.Sideboard SHANTI, 

a piece of pure craftsmanship  
with imaginative carvings | 79765 |

Mirror BASTIDON, 
made of recycled wood | 83337 |
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4.
Quality put  
to the test

KARE stands for creativity, 
imagination and passion. 

And yet it is bureaucracy that 
ensures the conscientious 

treatment of nature and its 
fascinating materials.  

Our quality management 
checks every product in  
accordance with strict  
European regulations.  

In this way our team ensures 
that when we source wood 

we are also contributing  
to the preservation of nature.  
Paints, lacquers and coatings, 

for example, are also  
strictly regulated.

3.
Furnishing with  
a good feeling

Natural materials such as real 
wood, marble, cotton, wool 

and linen are becoming  
more and more part of our  
collections. This is because 
with their colours, their feel 
and their stories they create  

a wonderful furnishing  
ambience, pollute our  
environment less and,  

thanks to recycling,  
can flow back into the  

raw material cycle.

2.
Wood with  

a provenance 

Every manufacturer has to 
provide us with information 
about the origin of the wood 
and other natural materials 

they use as well as up-to-date, 
recognised certificates for 
their legal and ecologically 
compatible sourcing. KARE 

wood products come  
exclusively from legal forestry. 

This control process creates 
trust and makes a valuable 
contribution to the future  

we all share.
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Table BROOKLYN NATURE, 
the vibrant grain of the solid wood surface  
is emphasised by the handcrafted form | 81429 |

Armchair COPACABANA, 
natural, solid acacia wood from  
certified forestry | 84123 |

Table DULD RANGE, 
wood can be as beautiful as this! Signs of use make this creative 
dining table even more personal and durable | 79214 |

KARE MAGAZINE // SUSTAINABILITY



6.
To a long  

friendship

KARE stands for boundless  
inspiration! That's why we 

offer furniture, lighting and 
decoration for every taste 

and style. After all, furnishing 
should be fun. But in our  

eyes furniture is not a  
throw-away item. KARE CEO 
Peter Schönhofen: "They are 

part of our home, maybe even 
part of the family, and they 
represent a value. We aim  

to preserve this."
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“We don't make 
throw-away  
products.  
Our mission is  
to create much-
loved pieces of 
furniture that are 
the stuff of lifelong 
friendships.“ 

Peter Schönhofen

5.
Leather for life

A beautiful sofa made of  
genuine leather is an  

investment for life - with good 
care it is hard-wearing and 

becomes more beautiful over 
the years. Genuine leather is 
naturally abrasion-resistant, 
durable and tear-resistant. 

High-quality leather is more 
environmentally friendly to 
produce, especially when 

compared to cheap leather 
alternatives.

Cowhide carpets, 
For our creatively patterned carpets, remnants  
of hide are processed and artistically put together  
like a collage. In this way no raw material is wasted.
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7.
As clear as glass

Did you know that the glass 
in our coffee tables and side 

tables is fully recycled?  
This resource-saving  

production recycles former 
wine bottles, for example. 

The glass is heated to a high 
temperature and melted into 

a solid slab, just like in the 
historical art of glass-making. 

Your new table has unique 
structures and looks almost 

like an ice floe. You are  
therefore acquiring a master-

piece that has already had  
a previous life.
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Side table ICE & vases SIMPLICITY, 
made from recycled glass: yesterday it was still a wine bottle on 
your shelf, today it may already be your new side table!

“We save rare  
handicrafts  
from extinction 
through targeted 
cooperation with 
artisan workshops. 
The cooperation 
ensures a future  
for small family  
businesses and  
in this way we  
also strengthen  
the solidarity  
of the local  
community.”
Jürgen Reiter

8.
With natural quality

Our home textiles have  
a good feel. They are  

increasingly made from  
natural materials such as  

cotton, linen or natural raw 
materials such as viscose, 

which is based on plant fibres. 
Our internal quality  

management monitors the 
proof of origin documentation 

and manages the use of  
certified labels such as FSC 

and OEKO-Tex 100.

LET’S DO 
BETTER.

KARE MAGAZINE // SUSTAINABILITY
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10.
We think  

before we print

At KARE we scrutinise every 
print product and examine  
its necessity very carefully.  

The magazine you are holding 
in your hands is very special: it 
is published once a year and 
printed on environmentally 

friendly, FSC-certified paper. 
So you can enjoy it with a clear 

conscience. You can also be 
sure that only selected  

recipients will receive the  
magazine, it will not be  
distributed as junk mail 

and is thus a lasting work of 
inspiration in a small edition 
that deserves a place on your 

bookshelf and should give you 
pleasure for a long time.

x 70 = 700 
PET bottles 

Sofa Amalfi OCEAN, Who would have thought it? The upholstery fabric of the sofa  
consists to 90% of recycled PET bottles. That's over 700 used bottles per corner sofa!  
But the sofa doesn't just stand out because of its environmental credentials: the fabric  
is unbelievably soft and invites you to spend many cosy hours relaxing on the sofa.  
For a smaller ecological footprint and uncompromising well-being.  
That makes real furnishing sense! | 86281 |
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9.
Fantastic plastic

Our design team is constantly 
on the lookout for innovative 
ways to make furniture even 

more sustainable without 
sacrificing quality. Upholstery 

fabrics made from recycled 
waste, like in this case  

PET bottles, feel surprisingly 
soft and cuddly, so you're 

doing something good for the 
environment and for yourself. 

Give it a try!

SCAN ME!
For even more
sustainability
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

IN THE DINING ROOM LIFE IS ENJOYED AT ITS FULLEST: THIS IS WHERE PEOPLE EAT,  
LAUGH AND TALK, WHERE YOUNG AND OLD CAN WORK, DO HANDICRAFTS  

AND CELEBRATE. FAMILY AND FRIENDS COME TOGETHER AROUND A TABLE IN YOUR 
STYLISH DINING AREA: TO ENJOY GOOD FOOD AND NOURISH BODY, MIND AND SOUL. 

REASON ENOUGH TO PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE DINING ROOM!

BON
APPÉTIT

T H E D I N I N G R O O M

02



ESSEN
2

Table GRANDE POSSIBILITA , with this sculptural oval table all in black you will definitely acquire a modern statement 
piece of furniture for your home! The high-quality top made of dark ceramics is reminiscent of natural stone thanks to its 
grain and appearance. The flamboyant base made of powder-coated metal in the shape of a tulip completes the look,  
73 x 220 x 120 cm | 86383 |   Swivel chair AMIRA, combines smooth and vibrant surfaces in warm grey and effortlessly  
performs 360° turns, 87 x 60 x 50 cm | 85851 |   Pendant lamp HEDDA, a modern, purist chandelier with eight  
glass spheres resting like pretty soap bubbles on round frames, 135 x 75 x 75 cm | 53201 |
Picture PASSION OF BALLET, a bow to the art of the ballet: a framed picture print in portrait format  
with a black frame, adorned with hundreds of glittering decorative beads, 120 x 100 cm | 52641 |
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Table GLORIA, combines breathtaking design and function as a dining table for up to eight people, while the colour scheme has a dynamic and 
refined effect. With its mineral marble top and ceramic layer it is both easy to clean and a visual head-turner, 75 x 200 x 100 cm | 85817 |   
Pendant lamp LIVING VEGAS, it illuminates ist surroundings with a total of 27 light sources. To ensure that the pendant lamp fits into any room, it is 
height-adjustable from 130-200 cmr, 200 x 120 x 21 cm | 53666 |   Carpet LEVIA, various modern shapes and colours made of cotton with an anti-slip 
coating on the underside, a beautiful companion in the living room, 200 x 300 cm | 53526 |   Corner sofa GIANNI, the KARE classic in a soft shade of 
cream - ultra-simple to clean thanks to the Easy-Clean cover, 88 x 290 x 167 cm | 85491 |
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"A table with a sculptural 
base is an eye-catching 
focal point in the room -  
it works great with plain 

chairs in understated  
colour shades which  
then accentuate the  

exciting design."

Diana Chivu
KARE BARCELONA



Swivel chair COCO ANTHRACITE, long hours at the dining table are guaranteed thanks to the comfortable upholstery - rotates 360°, also available in 
other colours, 84 x 53 x 60 cm | 86234, 86233 |   Mirror CLIP BLACK, an extraordinary eye-catcher, makes the room look higher. Also great in a group,  
177 x 32 x 5 cm | 82516 |   Glass picture SMOOTH WAVE, a modern picture behind glass with a graphic image, 120 x 80  cm | 53600 |    
Glass picture ABSTRACT ART PART II, are there two strands here, or is it the grain of a piece of wood? The best thing is to give your picture its own 
interpretation and story, 120 x 80  cm | 53607 |
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Table GLORIA, a real showpiece for the dining room, which adds luxurious flair to the home. A table that looks delicate and elegant in spite of its 
size, perfect for a glamorous, elegant interior and that extra bit of Hollywood appeal, 75 x 100 x 200 cm | 81543 |

Chair HOJAS, chair cover in light beige and soft taupe with attractive topstitching velvet is seductive: it feels infinitely soft and shimmers lighter 
or darker depending on how the light falls on it, 81 x 52 x 58 cm | 86064 |   Clock GIANT, the Roman numerals on the Giant Gold clock for the wall 

are highly decorative, and look especially pretty on coloured walls, Ø 120 cm | 61423 |

SCAN ME!
For even more
Glitz & Gloria
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ROYALLY
CLASSY

An opulently laid table is a wonderful sight for 
guests. Exquisite table decorations are always  
well received, and we have some great ideas  

for a festive table setting!

1. Pendant lamp PEAR, 160 x 50 x 50 cm | 51321 |   2. Cereal bowl BELL | 60502 |   3. Chair VIVA, 82 x 50 x 59 cm | 83929 |    
4. Tableware AMALIA, various plates and bowls available | 54283-7 |   5. Cutlery GLORIA BLACK | 52633 |    

6. Tableware SHIRLEY | 54315, 54316, 54317 |   7. Vase HALF FACE, 38cm height | 54478 |   8. Chair HUDSON BEIGE, 84 x 49 x 54 cm | 80006 |     
10. Bowl BIRDIE, Ø 35 cm | 52863 |   11. Chair EAST SIDE CHAMPAGNE, 84 x 48 x 57 cm | 82734 |   12. Cutlery GLORIA GOLD | 52631 |    

13. Chair HOJAS Grey, 81 x 52 x 58 cm | 85585 |   14. Bowl GINKGO | 51204 |



Dinner for one or is the whole extended family coming for a surprise visit? The new  
extendable tables are so stylish that at first glance you wouldn't suspect that they possessed  

this function. A great furnishing solution for everyone who likes entertaining guests!

MORE GUESTS

ALWAYS WELCOME!

EXTENDING TABLES

DINING ROOM // TABLES & CHAIRS
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Extending table CONNESSO, with a top made of high-quality ceramics and a sculptural base. The 200cm top can easily be extended by a further 60cm in just a few 
simple steps, so you can dine and celebrate with up to 12 people! 76 x 200 (+60) x 100 cm | 86737 |    

Chair BESS, light-coloured bouclé fabric with delicate metal legs in black, a comfortable upholstered chair in a modern design, 85 x 70 x 63 cm | 86389 |    
Carpet REPTILE, the different shades of grey and white give the handmade carpet an almost sculptural appearance, each one is unique,  

170 x 240 cm | 54448 |   Pendant lamp HEDDA, at first glance it almost seems as if the glass balls are floating, simple luxury for the dining area, 135 x Ø 75 cm | 53201 |   
Decorative object CHESS, a modern object made of glass for fans of high quality decoration or as a perfect gift for chess players,  

60 x 60 cm | 54820 |   Vase VESUV, a unique handmade piece, available in different sizes and designs, e.g. 42 cm high | 54453 | 

Tableware SKANDI | 54288-92 |   Chair BESS Grey, 85 x 70 x 63 cm | 86388 |    
Chair SAN FRANCISCO Grey, 81 x 59 x 61 cm | 83314 |   Vase TUTTI, 75 cm height | 54493, 54494 |
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IT HAS THE RIGHT KNACK!
Extending table TWIST, a quick-change artist with panache: with just a simple twist the small,  
oval dining table becomes a table for up to eight people! 120 (180) x 90 cm | 86736 |    
Pendant lamp MARIPOSA, modern dining room lighting, height adjustable, 150 x Ø 81 cm | 53367 |    
Swivel chair COCO, the swivel mechanism puts an end to moving chairs back and forth, available in cream or anthracite, also 
creates a great effect when mixed together, 82 x 53 x 60 cm | 86233, 86234 |   Console table FENCE, three ingredients provide the 
element of surprise: fronts decorated with Viennese mesh, smooth surfaces of lacquered steel and finally glass, 80 x 120 x 40 cm 
| 86482 |   Dresser FENCE, a favourite piece of furniture with lots of storage space in a mix of styles, with elegant retro moments 
provided by the handles and legs in a brass finish, 80 x 80 x 40 cm | 86481 |

Sideboard OXY, a play of colours like oxidised metal - a special piece of furniture in the industrial style, 80 x 150 x 41 cm | 83926 |   
Chair MODE, comfortable with upholstered armrests and in a shimmering grey velvet look, 87 x 58 x 67 cm | 82470 |   

Vase VISO, 25cm height | 54480 |
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Extending table AMSTERDAM, with this table you can dine in a small space or even invite all your relatives - thanks to the pull-out function,  
up to ten people can be seated in comfort, 76 x 200 x 100 cm | 84150 |    

Chair CHELSEA, modern, classy and unadorned at the same time. Available with or without armrests and in other colours, 91 x 50 x 60 cm | 85767 |   
Pendant lamp LASMINA BUNCH, a modern chandelier for the most beautiful moments of the day, 110 x Ø 91 cm | 53153 |

Extending table BENVENUTO, form meets function - a great dining table for up to eight people.  
Also ideal as a conference table, 75 x 200 (250) x 110 cm | 80819 |   Chair EAST SIDE CHAMPAGNE, a slim upholstered chair  

with a shimmering velvet cover, 84 x 48 x 57 cm | 82734 |

SCAN ME!
For even more

extendable 
tables
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Table SOUTH BEACH, a rectangular dining table with a marble-look top, black steel frame and brass-coloured cuffs on the feet as beautiful as marble  
and practical at the same time, because the glass top is resistant to stains, 75 x 180 x 90 cm | 84544 |    

Chair HUDSON, the skilful mix of form, colour and material makes this armchair a special piece of seating furniture. Its black lacquered legs  
with gold cuffs form a charming contrast to its textile covers and the dashingly cut backrest,  84 x 49 x 54 cm | 80003-6 |    

Pendant lamp TRAPEZ, 64 x 280 x 64 cm | 52472 |

Console table GLENN, plays with the black-and-white contrast: elegant with a light marble top and dark grey solid wood body on a filigree steel 
frame, 80 x 100 x 32 cm | 84888 |   Chair IRINA, upholstered chair with a curry-yellow cover in a velvety look, 50 x 57 x 83 cm | 80036 |   

Decorative object KING SKULL, from the cabinet of curiosities: skull sculpture in an antique finish with an elaborate golden headdress,  
42 cm height | 51926 |
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WHAT GOES AROUND
COMES AROUND

What's the secret of a comfortable chair? In our opinion,  
cosy upholstery, comfortable armrests and a swivel function  

are the essentials for long hours spent at the table.

1. Swivel chair COCO CREAM, rotates through 360 degrees and also has a reclining function, 82 x 53 x 60 cm | 86233 |  
 2. Swivel chair FOXY, seat, back and armrest are lightly upholstered in a leather-look finish, 88 x 65 x 65 cm | 79973 |   

3. Swivel chair LADY LOCO GREY, with its flattering grey cover, this swivel chair with armrests is a real styling talent, 83 x 62 x 57 cm | 85252 |   
4. Swivel chair COCO ANTHRACITE, practical: thanks to the Easy-Clean feature the fabric repels water and stains, 82 x 53 x 60 cm | 86234 |   
5. Swivel chair AMIRA, combines smooth and vibrant surfaces in elegant grey and turns through 360° effortlessly, 87 x 60 x 50 cm | 85851 |   

6. Swivel chair COLMAR, a voluminously upholstered chair with a black steel star base, 79 x 66 x 64 cm | 80042 |   
7. Swivel chair LADY LOCO TAUPE, cuts a fine figure in the dining room, living room or office - in fact, just about anywhere, 83 x 62 x 57 cm | 5252 |
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Table MOLEKULAR, a round table with  
a statement base. The semi-transparent 
table top makes it look light and the safe-
ty glass ensures that it is extremely stable,  
76 x 120 x 120 cm | 85673 |
Chair BOULEVARD, a classic chair with a 
rounded back and armrest in an elegant 
design idiom, in grey and black with a 
brass-coloured highlight,  
79 x 57 x 57 cm | 84638 | 

round
In the

It's well-known that the best results are achieved at round tables,  
which is also a skilful solution for a dining and meeting place.
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Table SOLO MARBLE, modern,  
round dining table in an exclusive 
marble look with an easy-care table 
top and tulip base in black,  
76 x Ø 110 cm | 85002 |
Chair THELMA,  with luxurious  
seating comfort in a crumpled  
look and attractive design,  
82 x 65 x 60 cm | 82243 | 

In the
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Table VOLCANO GOLD,  
a sculptural work of art as a dining 
 table. The coloured safety glass on  
the handcrafted aluminium base is 
guaranteed to catch the eye!  
76 x 120 x 120 cm | 85699 |
Chair HOJAS BEIGE, comfortable, 
stylish, modern and of high quality. 
The velvet-look cover in two colours is 
particularly soft and invites you to lounge 
around, 81 x 52 x 58 cm | 86064 |  
Pendant lamp LEAF MONSTERA,  
made of metal in an antique look -  
a beautiful tropical addition to the  
dining area, 50 x 85 x 85 cm | 53680 |
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Table MOLEKULAR GOLD, a great  
attention-getter with an ellipse- 
shaped base, available in other colours,  
76 x Ø 120 cm | 79621 |
Chair VIVA BLACK, a fine, compact 
upholstered chair, a perfect match for 
elegant dining tables,  
82 x 50 x 59 cm | 86067 |  
Pendant lamp LANTERN BRASS,  
with round glass shades,  
like a modern chandelier,  
120 x Ø 68 cm | 52782 |
Vase CARAS, further size available,  
23 x Ø 13 cm | 53261 |
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In terms of style it leaves other dining tables far behind. On the one hand, because it combines 
the materials of solid wood and steel in such a beautifully classic way. And on the other because  

it develops an enormous amount of charm with its individually shaped edges.

MIX & MATCH

TABLE SERIES TAVOLA
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Acacia dark Chrome skids

Stars Black skids

New Vancouver OHO base black

Skids x brass

Be sure to look out for FSC®-certified products!

Natural tree

Acacia Silver skids

Parquet Raw steel skids

New Ceramic OHO base chrome

Skids X black

Bevelled Straight

Oak Brass skids

Conley

OHO base gold

The table tops are available in different versions.  
Light oak or dark acacia - which wood do you prefer?

The metal skids make the table a modern classic. Matt silver  
for lovers of the elegant interior style, raw steel for an industrial  
look or a chrome-plated frame for extra glamour in the dining  
area? Turn your table into a unique piece with slender skids in 
different colours!

We'll be happy to show you all the variations in our shop.  
The tables are also ideal as working and conference tables.  
They come in a wide range of sizes and always look natural  
and modern.

Also available as a height-adjustable desk!

The natural growth of a tree trunk, an elegant bevelled  
edge or a classically straight edge: the finish you choose  
will define the character of your table.

Whether it's dinner for one or a family celebration, our table 
tops are available in a wide range of dimensions.

Table tops made of solid wood The base

Your personal favourite 
 table awaits you!

The edge

The size

73

SCAN ME!
For more from the
Tavola  
collection



Table DOWNTOWN, the solid top made of oiled oak has a fantastic feel, 
while the steel frame skilfully references the modern Scandinavian look, 
78 x 220 x 100 cm | 80759 |
Chair CHELSEA, a softly upholstered chair with comfortable armrests 
- not ideal for fast-food restaurants, because you won't want to get up 
again in a hurry! 90 x 65 x 60 cm | 83544 |
Chair CHELSEA, a favourite chair with a harmonious colour scheme, 
without armrests, 90 x 50 x 60 cm | 83545 |

SCAN ME!
For even more
dining rooms
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KNOCK ON WOOD
With loving care a wooden table only becomes more and more beautiful over the years,  

and is synonymous with natural homeliness.

1. Chair SAN FRANCISCO GREEN, 82 x 59 x 61 cm | 84758 |   2. Table PURO, 76 x 80 x 160 cm | 81937 |   
3. Chair KNOT, 81 x 62 x 59 cm | 84649 |   4. Chair HORIZON, 82 x 58 x 54 cm | 85259 |   

5. Pendant lamp DINING CONCRETE, 120 x 120 x 15 cm | 38802 |   6. Vase FACE POT, 30 cm height | 51689 |   
7. Tableware series LAGUNA, | 52651, 52654, 52655 |   8. Table BROOKLYN NATURE, 76 x 90 x 175 cm | 81431 |    

9. Chair KO LANTA, 86 x 44 x 56 cm | 79961 |
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When we bring our favourite bar home we can look forward to aperitifs,  
cocktails and nightcaps in our own four walls.  

The best bar in town? Your own!

cheers!

Bar cabinet ZOOM, ea cabinet like a style ex-
plosion, this absolute head-turner offers storage 
space for the home bar or other treasures,  
160 x 100 x 40 cm | 86695 |

MOMENTS OF LUXURY
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clockwise from top left:
Serving trolley LOFT BLACK, an elegant round serving trolley in black, with black glass as its top. A practical eye-catcher in any room, 85 x 74 x 40 cm | 84545 |

Serving trolley LOFT BRASS, a mix of a golden round frame with rectangular tops to put stuff on. An absolute attention-getter.  
Also available in black, 85 x 74 x 40 cm | 84824 |

Serving trolley FENJA, as a rolling home bar or addition to the table, this is a versatile mobile piece of furniture  
with an extra basket for magazines and more, 75 x 68 x 33 cm | 85809 |

Serving trolley WEST COAST, in a glamour look with different coloured shelves offering great decoration possibilities, 68 x 60 x 37 cm | 84550 |
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Bar RACING CAR, Transform your four walls into the place-to-be, just as this racing car has been transformed into a modern bar. The longer you look at the home bar, 
the more practical details catch your eye: for example, the bottle holders on the side panels, the rolling rubber tyres, the exhaust pipes for additional bottles and the 

seating in the racing car itself. The integrated table top offers enough space for cocktails and bottles, 98 x 238 x 76 cm | 86507 |

Bar shelving VINOTECA, smartly designed bar shelving in the industrial style made of steel and solid wood. Simply fold out the table, cheers!  
201 x 80 x 34 cm | 85096 |   Console table MOTORBIKE, perfect as a home bar. You don't need to be an easy rider to enjoy an after-work drink here, 
90 x 180 x 43 cm | 84538 |   Barstool CHEERIO, a cosy barstool with an extra portion of style, comfortable thanks to the footrest and round backrest, 

100 x 53 x 48 cm | 83642 |   Picture frame ROCK COVER, art paper behind glass, frame in a dark metallic tone, 123 x 88 cm | 51855 |    
Pendant lamp CONCRETE, with concrete shades and beech suspension, 120 x 120 x 15 cm | 52307 |
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clockwise from top left:
Tall cabinet ELEKTRO, the fronts of the doors are inlaid in black and white in the best tradition of craftsmanship - each one is unique, 140 x 100 x 40 cm | 83868 |

Bar cabinet OSAKA, japanese aesthetics: equipped with a fixture for wine bottles and glasses as well as an extra drawer, 92 x 107 x 49 cm | 85407 |
Cabinet GLENN, radiates discreet elegance and timeless sophistication, and makes an impact with valuable materials  

and a variety of uses thanks to its three shelves, 138 x 100 x 45 cm | 84891 |
Bar cabinet QUEEN, for luxury moments in your home: the décor of faceted mirrors reflects the daylight, lights,  

colours, parquet and carpeted floors, 147 x 91 x 45 cm | 85705 |



The international family of KARE fans is as diverse as the KARE collection itself!  
Fashionistas, sports stars and creative spirits from all around the world furnish  

their homes with us, and we have visited some of them.

AT HOME  
ALL OVER 

 
THE WORLD

Glamour for Croatia!  
Stylist Marko Grubnic shows  
how he combines luxury, pop  
and design in his home.  
Anything but ordinary!
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 Side table TRUNK GALA, 52 x 55 x 48 cm | 84121 |    

 Decorative figure BANANA LEAF, 14 cm height | 52913 |

"Decorating should be fun, and if  
the details bring a smile to your face, 

the look is perfect!"
MARKO GRUBNIC,  

CELEBRITY STYLIST, CROATIA

"I want to display my personal identity  
in my home as well - decorating a home 
takes style and courage! It's a bit like  
putting together an outfit.  
KARE Croatia has supported me in  
realising my vision, I love the variety  
and especially the many offbeat  
accessories that KARE offers!"
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"I love the combination of warm  
wood tones with decorations in gold 
and silver. Classics like the "Desire"  
Chesterfield sofa and the rocking bar 
round off the vintage look!"

"I particularly like rustic  
furniture that is spiced up 
with modern decoration. 
You can create a completely 
new and surprising look with 
eye-catching pictures and 
objets d'art."

KRUNO DESPOTOVSKI,  
TENNIS COACH, NORTH MACEDONIA

ROWEN MUSCAT,  
FOOTBALLER  

& INFLUENCER, MALTA 
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 Sofa BELAMI | 85498 |    

 Coffee table LASER GOLD | 85363 |

 Decorative figures HAPPY KIDS | 61772 |

"Creative, colourful, varied and with plenty of room  

for different cultural influences - that's who we are, 
and that's how we want our home to be." 

SAINA BAYATPOUR & MANUEL CORTEZ, 
BUSINESSWOMAN & ACTOR, MUNICH

Out-of-the-ordinary, classy and with great 
feel-good appeal. The velvet look and natu-
ral colours of the dining chairs and the cor-
ner sofa radiate visual warmth and so form 
a successful contrast to the glass surfaces 
and shimmering gold highlights of the  
dining table and coffee table. Apart from the 
living room, the bedroom has also become 
classy, furnished with loving care and so  
really inviting for the two of them. "It's really 
important to us," says the former Berlin  
resident with a laugh, "after all, this is where 
we spend most of our time!
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"The large TAVOLA dining table is the 
focal point: I love inviting people over for 

brunch and thanks to the cosy MILA 
chairs everyone enjoys staying seated 

for a long time!"
MARLENA,  

INVESTMENT MANAGER, MUNICH

The globetrotter has returned home after 
several stays abroad - and has made a  
really comfortable home for herself here! 
With the help of KARE's furnishing 
consultants she has fulfilled her dream of 
a modern and cosy attic flat. She put the 
finishing touches to her flat with high-
lights in gold, which gives the cosy living 
area with its classical sofa that certain  
glamour. As a big fan of decorating, she 
was able to find everything she wanted at 
KARE. Marlena loves animal figurines, 
because they add the flair of faraway 
countries to the bookshelf. And the  
coffee-table books really come into their 
own on the glass table!
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"I call my furnishing style Pop Art Loft! 
I love combining good design  

with modern art.
NATALIE SCHÖN,  

ART DIRECTOR, MUNICH

"The dining table with its tulip base is a 
great classic. It perfectly complements 
modern interior styles and adds retro flair. 
A real all-rounder for up to five people! I'm 
sure I'll never replace it because it simply 
fits in everywhere. I like the CORNWALL 
armchairs because they look modern and 
industrial at the same time. With the  
canvas upholstery they are really cosy and 
cool! And when I saw the PIANO dresser 
for the first time, it was love at first sight.  
I especially like the black and white  
contrast of the inlays and the Midcentury 
details like handles and feet.  
A real statement piece!"

 Sideboard PIANO | 83382 |    

 Table SOLO MARBLE | 85002 |

 Vase CARAS | 53262 |
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 Armchair CORNWALL | 83117 |   
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FIVE-A-DAY – THE KARE WAY

Nutrition experts recommend five pieces of fruit a day, and this rule also applies  
when it comes to decorating: the feel-good factor increases with every  

fruity accessory in the room, so give it a try!

FRUITY

Decorative vase FRUITY,  
a hand-painted one of a kind, a must 
for all those who like things to be 
colourful, 37 cm tall | 53644 | 

7



1. Decorative jar FLAMINGO, perfectly complements the Miami look, 29 & 39 cm tall | 61762, 61764 |   2. Decorative vase FRUITY, in white for  
Sicilian moments, 29 x 27 x 25 cm | 53740 |   3. Decorative vase PINEAPPLE, a popular KARE classic, 50 cm tall | 51068 |   4. Vase ORANGE JUICE, 

a small vase for individual flowers, 12 cm tall | 54725 |   5. Vase LEMON JUICE, also a great table decoration in a group, 12 cm tall | 54726 |    
6. Frame PINEAPPLE, with elaborate ornamentation, 23 x 18 cm | 53561 |   7. Decorative bowl BANANAS, ø 30 cm | 54734 |    

8. Table lamp PINEAPPLE, glamorous and stately, 66 x 41 x 41 cm | 52773 |   9. Planter LEMON JUICE, for that Amalfi feeling at home,  
22 x Ø 34 cm | 54727 |    10. Decorative vase MUSE, reveals personality! 34 x 30 x 19 cm | 51541 |

1
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

THE BED IS THE CENTREPIECE OF THE BEDROOM, NO QUESTION ABOUT IT.  
BUT IT'S THE ACCESSORIES THAT COMPLETE THE LOOK. WHETHER UNDERSTATED  

OR FLAMBOYANT, COLOURFULLY PRINTED OR REFLECTING - ANYTHING GOES!

DREAM
FACTORIES

T H E B E D R O O M

03



Bed DESIRE VELVET, a dream of a bed, for enchanting hours cuddled 
in soft velvet. Available in lots of colours and for different mattress 
sizes, 100 x 197 x 228 cm | 85670 |     
Picture frame INCOGNITO COUNTESS, the elegance of the baroque 
brought up to date by small details that may only be noticed at a 
second glance, 112 x 82 x 5 cm | 51464 |   
Side table ICE BLACK, the handcrafted glass top made of recycled 
glass rests on a black steel frame and combines modernity with the 
industrial look, 50 x Ø 40 cm | 85734 |
Decorative figure SITTING CAT AUDREY, flamboyant and glamorous, 
simply a gem! 27 x 18 x 12 cm | 53547 |
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Bed DESIRE VELVET, sleeping as if in a castle - with button stitching in the Chesterfield look on a velvety upholstered cover,  
available in various colours and sizes, 100 x 197 x 228 cm | 85667 |
Mirror RILEY, wake up under the sun every day, 98 x 150 x 14 cm | 86100 |
Side table ICE, with a handcrafted top made of recycled glass, other versions available, 50 x Ø 40 cm | 85734 |
Armchair PERUGIA, an elegant velvet armchair in the style of the Twenties: the cover in a velvet look accentuates the rounded body, 75 x 79 x 75 cm | 82706 |
Side table PLATEAU UNO BRASS, a golden eye-catcher, also great in a pair as tables next to the bed, 53 x Ø 45 cm | 83466 |

BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE
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Table lamp DOUGH, the organic shape has a harmonious  
effect, with the galvanised glass illuminating the room in  
a warm colour, 38 x 25 x 25 cm | 53349 |

"For the boutique hotel suite 
look we recommend choosing 

furniture of the same colour 
family, like gold in this case, and 
combining different textures. 

Bright wall colours and  
decorative objects go well with 

this, and don't hesitate to  
use strong colour shades!  
Make it cosy with different 

textiles, for example a quilted 
upholstered bed, a fluffy carpet, 

and matching curtains."

Jessica Melgar
KARE SANTA CRUZ
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Bed TIVOLI, a comfortable modern upholstered bed with a spacious, rounded headboard and 
textured fabric in an elegant shade of dark green, (for 160 mattress), 105 x 170 x 215 cm | 80010 |
Nightstand MUSKAT, a handmade, compact dresser in solid mango wood with engraved, 
oriental gold ornaments and two drawers, 42 x 52 x 34 cm | 84922 |
Dresser MUSKAT, inspired by the Midcentury style, with five drawers and intricately carved 
ornamentation, 80 x 60 x 40 cm | 83487 |
Decorative frame GOLD FLOWER, a three-dimensional work of art made of gold-coloured 
flowers in a plexiglass frame, 60 x 60 cm | 51626 |
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Blanket FOGLI, made of cotton with hand-tufted 
ornamentation, 150 x 200 cm | 54537 |

Table lamp MAMO DELUXE, the lampshade  
can be tilted in all directions for individual lighting, 
41 x 30 x 30 cm | 67863 |

Dresser small OSAKA, with its flawless shape it 
eliminates chaos and radiates tranquillity,  
60 x 55 x 55 cm | 83875 |

Cushion JUNGLE FEVER, adds style  
and cosiness to any bed as a decorative cushion,   
45 x 45  cm | 51962 |

Dresser small RIVET, clad in mirror glass  
with an intricate facet cut, silver stainless  
steel frame and brass-coloured lion's head handles, 
61 x 50 x 35 cm | 81421 |

Dresser small MILANO with two spacious drawers, 
made in the tradition of the finest Italian furniture 
design, 62 x 56 x 45 cm | 85336 |

Blanket BANDA, a knitted cuddly blanket  
in black and white, 150 x 200 cm | 54464 |

Blanket CLASSIC, a knitted blanket with a textured 
pattern, 150 x 200 cm | 54468 |

Table lamp ANIMAL DUCK, a humorous animal 
lamp that adds a touch of fun to your furnishing,  
58 x 31 x 35 cm | 52702 |

SLEEPING IN STYLE
The bed is the centrepiece of the bedroom, no question about it.  

But it's the accessories that complete the look. Whether understated or flamboyant,  
colourfully printed or reflecting - anything goes!
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BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE

Table lamp OCTOPUS, in its arms the octopus holds a 
spherical lampshade made of tinted white glass,  
34 x 22 x 26 cm | 52701 |

SCAN ME!
For even more
bedroom  
inspiration

"My tip for a stylish  
bedroom: symmetrically 
arranged bedside tables 
and lamps by the side of 

the bed radiate calm."

Jimena Aparicio Blanco
KARE TORONTO
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Bed EAST SIDE, a modern upholstered bed with a structured cover in beige,  
dainty feet and brass-coloured details, available in two sizes, e.g. for 160 mattress,  
100 x 180 x 217 cm | 84960 |
Dresser small PURO, ornate carvings testify to the skill of Indian craftsmen  
and make each piece unique, 46 x 50 x 35 cm | 81332 |
Pendant lamp GRATO, understated beauty: a round pendant lamp  
made of wire mesh in black and gold,  120 x 45 x 45 cm | 52507 |
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BEDROOM // BEDS & MORE

Bed CITY SPIRIT, the highest form of sleeping enjoyment, just like in a boutique hotel, only for every day! In two sizes and lots of colours,  
as well as in a box spring version, e.g. for a 160 mattress, 153 x 192 x 221 cm | 78482 |

Glass picture BUNCH OF FLOWERS, a large picture behind glass with flowers, butterflies, birds and a portrait, 100 x 150 cm | 53077 |
Table lamp CROW, a raven is used as a cable support for the light design, 34 x 14 x 31 cm | 52704 |
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1. Pendant lamp WIRE, a delicate lamp made of brass-coloured wire, 24 x 44 x 44 cm | 52532 |
2. Cushion PARROTS, JUNGLE FEVER, for that jungle feeling in the bedroom, 45 x 45 cm | 51959, 51962 |

3. Wooden bed PURO, made of solid mango wood with decorative carvings, handmade, available in different sizes, 76 x 189 x 218 cm | 81954 |
4. Wall decoration ORCHID, different sizes available, great as a wall collage with a variety of flowers | 69265 |

5. Cushion ETHNO EYE, handmade with great attention to detail, 54 x 36 cm | 52040 |
6. Bed for dogs/cats DIVA LEO, sweet dreams for all princes and princesses among your cats and small dogs, 25 x 63 x 44 cm | 86373 |

7. Dresser small RAVELLO, created by the prestigious furniture designer Morten Georgsen, 50 x 50 x 40 cm | 85465 |
8. Table lamp FEATHER PALM, radiates soft light with a touch of burlesque, 60 x 50 x 50 cm | 53745 | 
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ETHNIC
NIGHTS

For the new romantic look,  
a few accessories can be used  

to create a bedroom reminiscent  
of holidays in magical places.
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LIGHTING
ACCESSORIES

Table lamp ANIMAL RABBIT,  
simply adorable! The cute bunny  
wearing the lampshade is heart-warming.  
Such favourite pieces contribute lots  
of personality and are the reason why  
a flat becomes a home. Different colours  
and sizes available,  
e.g. 96 cm height | z. B. 53475 |
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ACCESSORIES // LIGHTING
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clockwise from top left:
Pendant lamp MONKEY, climbs cleverly in the dining area and is also happy to settle anywhere else, 28 x 19 x 13 cm | 52297 |

Table lamp THREE MONKEYS, with an eye-catching image: three monkeys from  
the Japanese proverb "See no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil", 45 x 34 x 14 cm | 53222 |

Floor lamp MONSTERA, looks like a golden houseplant, but is a spectacular illuminated object, 149 x 73 x 63 cm | 53678 |
Floor lamp FEATHER PALM, the real ostrich feathers in striking turquoise form a natural  

and feather-light lampshade, 165 x 65 x 65 cm | 53749 |
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clockwise from top left:
Floor lamp SCULTRA, with naturally grown trunks of acacia wood, 158 x 55 x 55 cm | 34925 |

Pendant lamp TRAPEZ, extra tall lighting object, also looks great in the stairway, 280 x 64 x 64 cm | 52472 |
Pendant lamp CLOUDS, an artistic object made of glass nuggets, inspired by clouds, 62 x 102 x 28 cm | 60669 |

Wall lamp DISC, a lighting installation as a bright change to the picture wall, 110 x 185 x 14 cm | 52524 |

ACCESSORIES // LIGHTING
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Lamps FEATHER PALM, LED lamps for romantics  
and dreamers, the lampshade made of real ostrich  
feathers plays around the light source with gentle  
movements. This feathered gem looks great next  
to your sofa or on the bedside table, many other  
colours and designs available | 53745, 53750 |

SCAN ME!
For even more 
lamps &
lighting
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KARE MAGAZINE // TREND DOGS

GONE TO
THE DOGS?
Only the best for man's (and woman's) best friend:  
fancy pet beds, silent butlers and fun accessories  

are great gift ideas for dog lovers. Woof, woof!

1. Bed for dogs/cats DIVA ORANGE,  
47 x 85 x 54 cm | 86370 |
2. Decorative figure LOVE DOGS, 17 x 11 x 20 cm | 
64626 |
3. Decorative figure BUTLER FRENCHY,  
40 x 36 x 25 cm | 53410 |
4. Wall lamp ANIMAL DOG HEAD,  
28 x 26 x 25 cm | 52711 |
5. Cushion MAKE UP DOG, 45 x 45 cm | 53117 |
6. XXL decorative figure GREYHOUND OSKAR,  
180 x 115 x 75 cm | 53449 |
7. Decorative figure BUTLER DOG ALFRED,  
49 x 14 x 13 cm | 54816 |
8. Decorative figure SITTING DOG RAINBOW,  
173 x 100 x 132 cm | 52882 | 
9. Picture on canvas DOGGY EYES,  
100 x 100 cm | 53822 |
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ALWAYS  
APPRECIATED:

THE KARE 
GIFT CARD
The individually rechargeable card represents  
all the fun of furnishing. Whether as a small gift or  
the start of a new household. The gift card will  
delight design fans and make every home more beautiful. GIFTCARD
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BLINDTEXT // BLIND BLINDTEXT

INTEGRATING A WORKSTATION INTO YOUR OWN HOME CAN BE A CHALLENGE.  
PRACTICAL SPACE-SAVING MIRACLES ARE REQUIRED, WHICH CAN TRANSFORM  

A SMALL NICHE INTO AN ATTRACTIVE OFFICE AREA. WITH OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF DESKS, 
OFFICE LIGHTING AND STORAGE FURNITURE YOU'LL SEE THAT FURNISHING A STUDY  

IS AT LEAST AS MUCH FUN AS WORKING IN IT.

WORK
IN STYLE

T H E H O M E O F F I C E

04



Desk BOTICELLI, an elegant desk with a top 
made of high-quality ash veneer - cowhide 
leather details and a drawer provide storage 
space, 77 x 153 x 71 cm | 86443 |
Chair BESS Cream, upholstered chairs are so 
comfortable and versatile that they can also be 
used at the workstation at home,  
85 x 70 x 63 cm | 86389 |
Shelf unit LOFTIE BLACK, a distinctive modern 
piece in the industrial style. The shelf unit easily 
adapts to any interior design look. Also available 
in other versions, 185 x 77 x 35 cm | 86343 |
Decorative object BETTA FISH, an artistic object 
that looks different from every side. The golden 
fish brings life into the home and swims around 
peacefully. Also available in another version,  
40 x 29 x 24 cm | 54600 |
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Desk SORAN, with a reflecting table top and  
mirror fronts as well as a metal frame in the colour gold,  
77 x 120 x 50 cm | 86841 | 
Chair HOJAS, the comfortable dining chair also cuts a fine 
figure in the office, 81 x 52 x 58 cm | 86064 |

HOME OFFICE // DESKS & WORKSTATIONS
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SCAN ME!
For even more
home office 

ideas



Desk SORAN, mirrored  
fronts make it look light and elegant, 
with two soft-close drawers,  
77 x 120 x 50 cm | 86803 | 
Office chair MARIANNE, is anyone  
reminded of a designer jacket? 
Thanks to the chic bouclé cover the 
office even becomes a catwalk,  
85 x 66 x 59 cm | 86225 |
Table lamp ANIMAL, this favourite 
lamp in stylish black also looks great in 
the office, but is just as much at home 
on the bedside table or sideboard,  
69 x 23 x 26 cm | 53473 |

Desk POLAR, a glass console table that not only 
suits the home office, but can also be easily 
integrated into the living area as a desk,  
72 x 135 x 65 cm | 85888 | 

Chair HUGO, the little black one for all occasions 
is a space-saving solution if the workstation is not 
to be immediately recognisable as such,  
76 x 51 x 51 cm | 84179 |
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"Anyone who doesn't  
have a separate study  

can opt for dainty tables 
that blend in well with 
the living room. Instead 
of the usual office chair, 

comfortable upholstered 
chairs from the dining 
area can also be used  

here to ensure that your  
working area looks  

great, too!"

Dan Tasca
KARE MARBELLA



Desk POLAR, a filigree glass table with sturdy steel trestles and an 
additional shelf under the top, 74 x 135 x 65 cm | 85221 | 
Swivel chair DOTTORE, an easy-care, hard-wearing cover in a leather 
look, with comfortably upholstered armrests, 81 x 60 x 54 cm | 85288 |

Floor lamp PALMERA, even when switched off, this Art Deco object is 
a real show-stopper, 170 x 90 x 90 cm | 53063 | 
Wall clock BIG DROP, an eye-catcher in a flowing design  
in the Surrealist style, 127 x 92 cm | 53519 |

HOME OFFICE // DESKS & WORKSTATIONS
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1. Shelf unit LOFT, lacquered in the colour gold with glass shelves in a light-brown colour, 195 x 60 x 30 cm | 85484 |
2. Decorative object GLOBE, a unique handcrafted piece, the globe can be rotated, 132 x 38 x 38 cm | 53924 |

3. Wall clock VISIBLE STICKS, fits all styles, from modern to opulent, Ø 92 cm | 60973 |
4. Wall object LOVE, lots of golden metal butterflies form the wonderful word LOVE, 90 x 90 cm | 54801 |

5. Picture frame BLAZE, there is room for a picture of your loved ones on even the smallest desk, 22 x 18 cm | 53636 |
6. Desk FENCE, a delicate desk with lots of style, black glass top and refined details, 78 x 120 x 60 cm | 86701 |

7. Swivel office chair MARGOT, a soft splash of colour for pleasant days at work, 81 x 63 x 58 cm | 86224 |
8. Vases ART PASTELL, available in many colours and shapes | 53231, 53232 | 

9. Table lamp ZEBRA, eccentrically wild décor featuring zebras, flowers, patterns and golden highlights, 63 x 40 x 40 cm | 53102 | 

GLAMOUR
AT WORK

The more playful the workstation,  
the more creative the results, right?
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HOME OFFICE // DESKS & WORKSTATIONS

"Height-adjustable  
tables are an  

indispensable basis  
for the modern office. 

Our staff appreciate the 
possibility of working at a 
standing table, and those 
who want to protect their 
backs can adjust the table 

and chair perfectly."

Peter Chua
KARE PHILIPPINES
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THAT  
EXTRA
TOUCH

For the urban office with a hint  
of retro and industrial styling.

1. Desk LA GOMERA, a timeless mix of materials: the table top with its ribbed glass in combination with metal is particularly cool,  
73 x 140 x 60 cm | 85827 |   2. Swivel chair DOTTORE, in a black leather look with castors and a gas pressure spring for height adjustment, 78 x 44 x 50 cm | 82891 |   
 3. Wall clock LEONARDO, 3-D figures and symbols immediately catch the eye, Ø 49 cm | 52053 |   4. Shelf unit LOFT, with its reduced look it fits in with any style 

of furnishing and can also stand anywhere in the room, 100 x 115 x 30 cm | 84125 |   5. Dresser MANIFATTURA, the drawers have finger holes and can also be rotated 
completely, 70 x 42 x 30 cm | 86002 |   6. Desk OFFICE HARMONY, a multi-talent: an electrically height-adjustable desk with a handcrafted, 3.5 cm thick acacia wood 

top, 70-120 x 160 x 80 cm | 84952 |   7. Office chair PATRON, in a great retro look with walnut-coloured armrests, 101 x 67 x 56 cm | 79696 |    
8. Desk SOFT SNAKE, created in collaboration with designer Andreas Weber, featuring genuine walnut veneer in brown, 76 x 150 x 70 cm | 82993 | 
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ADORNING 
THE WALL

ACCESSORIES

Sideboard CRACKED, totally creative and a great focal point! The sideboard in a luxury look can also be used 
as an alternative to a TV board and offers lots of storage space with its four adjustable shelves. The practical 
push-to-open function enables you to open the doors without handles, maintaining the overall look of the 
modern and clean-lined sideboard, 80 x 165 x 46 cm | 86436 |
Wall object SCHOOL OF KOI, an impressive XXL sculpture in the shape of a circle,  
consisting of lots of gold-coloured koi, 160 x 160 cm | 54340 |

ACCESSORIES // WALL DECORATION
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clockwise from top left:
Wall decoration ILLUMINO, a fascinating abstract painting that has what it takes to become a centrepiece, 120 x 120 cm | 52537 |

Sidebord Electro, handmade in a luxurious zebra look with a frame and round handles, 80 x 160 x 40 cm | 84705 |
Wall object GAB ANGEL, with its large golden wings, this Greek sculpture in the shape of a man's body is a spectacular attention-getter, 136 x 208 x 27 cm | 53725 |

Sideboard FUTURO, an extraordinary individual piece with geometric fronts made of hammered brass, 86 x 183 x 40 cm | 86693 |
Wall object ANGEL, a veritable angel in the shape of a female torso, 140 x 203 x 31 cm | 53724 |

Sideboard CATALINA, this luxurious piece of living room furniture with a marble top is definitely in the premier league, 86 x 160 x 40 cm | 86489 |
Mirror SHAPE BRASS, with its striking shape this is a sensational wall decoration, 120 x 110 cm | 85575 |

Sideboard CRACKED WHITE, a work of art in itself - modern design with elegant details in gold, 80 x 165 x 46 cm | 85707 |



Framed picture BALLOONS, 
a fantastic work of art with a 
slight 3D effect as well as artful 
framing in a mix of materials, 
also available in smaller sizes,  
260 x 160 cm | 52979 |  
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ACCESSORIES // WALL DECORATION
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clockwise from top left:
Glass picture BEAUTY LADY, a captivating beauty in the Art Deco style, 150 x 120 cm | 51871 |

Lowboard MILANO, created in the tradition of the finest Italian furniture design, 55 x 200 x 40 cm | 85016 |
Picture HEART GLASSES, Pop Art in a mix of materials: with a frame and shiny acrylic glasses, 100 x 80 cm | 52977 |

Picture DUST, an abstract work of art with a silhouette frame, 100 x 100 cm | 54197 |
Picture FLOWER BOAT, an expressive image with hand-painted details, available in lots of colours and sizes, 100 x 80 cm | 54350 |



Outdoor ideas for cloudless days.

STAY ON THE

SUNNY SIDE

OUTDOOR LIVING

Outdoor lounge suite ELBA,  
premium-quality seating for outdoor use  
that combines aesthetics and real comfort.  
The design of this lounge furniture is so  
accomplished that the armchairs and the  
couch could easily decorate interiors with  
their airy styling. The spaghetti look and  
the casual armchairs give the seating  
group the kind of boho flair we love in  
the fincas and hotels of Ibiza | 86277 |
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KARE MAGAZINE // OUTDOOR LIVING
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1. Sun lounger EASY SUMMER, 96 x 56 x 96 cm | 47757 |   2. Sunshade HAWAII, 185 x 175 x 175 cm | 85658 |    
3. Decorative figure FLAMINGO ROAD FLY, 66 x 50 x 28  cm | 63948 |   4. Lanterns GIARDINO (set of 4), 71 x 24 x 24 cm | 31355 |    

5. Armchair ACAPULCO ORANGE, 85 x 73 x 78 cm | 86252 |   6. Sun lounger EASY SUMMER, 96 x 56 x 96 cm | 47755 |    
7. Floor cushion MEXICO, 60 x 60 cm | 54708 |   8. Stool ACAPULCO BLACK, 40 x 40 x 42 cm | 86452 |     

9. Side table (set of 2) WIRE MARBLE, 42 cm height | 84328 |   10. Floor cushion PITTURA, 60 x 60 cm | 54710 |    
11. Decorative figure FLAMINGO ROAD, 75 x 34 x 16 cm | 63946 |   12. Armchair ACAPULCO YELLOW, 85 x 73 x 78 cm | 83988 |    

13. Decorative plant BANANA TREE, 180 cm height | 64003 |   14. Armchair IPANEMA, 72.5 x 78 x 60 cm | 84122 |    
15. Armchair ACAPULCO GREEN, 85 x 73 x 78 cm | 83991 |   16. Side table TURIN, 51 x 40 x 42 cm | 85607 |

SCAN ME!
For even more 
outdoor 
inspiration
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KARE’S  
FURNISHING 
CONSULTANCY

Let a professional plan your interior.
Make an appointment online  
or in the KARE store now!

FROM COLOUR &  
DECORATION ADVICE  
TO COMPLETE PLANNING  

Cordula, 
KARE furnishing expert

MORE 
THAN JUST A  
SPLASH OF
COLOUR ON
THE WALL

 »When it comes to your  
 furnishing dreams  
 we've got the right ideas.« 
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JOY OF LIVING

Side table ICE 
made of recycled glass, see Page 54.  
Various versions available, e.g. 81143  
with brass-coloured frame,  
50 x Ø 40 cm


